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So why do we do it? What makes January the first such a special time to make a change to our l

The answer to this may never be fully known and understood but in my experience there are a nu
-

We are not at our most sober or `clear thinking´ when we make the commitment.
Everyone breaks New Years Resolutions so why shouldn´t we?
January is wet, miserable and cold (or hot and sunny depending on where you live) and the we
The friends we tell our resolutions to on NYE either can´t remember or are too busy breaking

So how can we make changes that are lasting in our lives? These are a few of the positive step
- Chose a day and time in the very near future and make that your `change my life plan´ day ˘
- Tell as many people as you can about your plan and tell them you want to stick to it. It is

- Set your goal or plan in achievable, measurable steps ˘ try and change the world in a day an

- Choose a looking forward plan where you focus on what you want to achieve, not what you want

So as we head towards, or away from the New Year lets just enjoy the celebrations and make tod
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